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About This Game

Welcome back the past with City Quest, a powerful love letter to the adventure games of yesteryear. Follow a simple farmer
boy as he tries to make a name for himself in the big city. Players can enjoy four storylines - Hobo, Mafia, Politician, and Lady
of the Night, each with their own unique cast of misfits to help you along the way (as well as several different endings for each).

Packed with often offensive and always absurd humor, this game will tickle the funnybone and anger the gods.

Key Features

Four storylines (Mafia, Politician, Hobo, Lady of the Night)

13 Districts

150+ Beautiful "High Resolution" Scenes

100+ NPCs to guide, distract, help, and occasionally kill you

Minigames and puzzles to stump and frustrate you

Dozens of brutal and hilarious deaths
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Title: City Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stone Monkey Studios
Publisher:
Stone Monkey Studios
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 2000/XP 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz or Equivalent

Memory: 256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Finally it's on steam but:
-awful controls
-attacks have lags(mage especially)
-no desired enchants. I've got a few RPG maker games floating around, but I'd almost never recommend them. They tend to rely
too heavily on pre-packaged tilesets and artwork, which tends to mean that the developer slacks off in other areas, too.

The Amber Throne is an exception to this rule. It uses its own custom artwork, from backgrounds to character sprites. Even
better, it's GOOD artwork. The backgrounds are painterly, the sprites are well animated and proportioned. This alone bodes well
for the rest of the game, and it does not dissappoint. It's got custom music, which is actually pretty nice, just hinting at mystery
and adventure.

The story is a little bare-bones from what I played (several hours in), but it felt less like it was skimped on, and more like the
story was in the environment and the journey.. This game's pretty neat. It's not a full-fledged racer with AI opponents and
weapons or anything, but $5 really isn't asking a lot for what you get here. It's a pretty solid endless runner that, while not having
much to offer, has some great core mechanics. The controls in particular are really good, they're responsive and fluid and it feels
great to dance around obstacles and grind along walls at breakneck speeds. It's also a really pretty game to look at; like
RadPanda said, this game looks like straight up sex on a 144hz monitor. While I can't see myself playing this for hours and
hours at a time, it's a ton of fun in short bursts and ends up being a great way to kill a bit of time. No game-breaking bugs or
crummy presentation here; DriftForce is a polished, well-made, and fairly priced indie game. I'd love to see a few new game
modes or mechanics in future updates, maybe along with just a tad more track variation, but the game is already definitely in a
state where it's easy to recommend. If you're a fan of anti-grav racers and endless runners, this game's for you.. Don't like
someone? will instead of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing filling them IRL fire up this game and absolutely murder some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing people by hitting them so hard they go faster than the speed of sound. 12\/10 why wouldn't you
get this game when getting VR.. I got this bundled with a few other games. Before this, I had never seen the game. So take that
into consideration for this review. I see others played it long ago, and still enjoy it, which is fine, but I just can't get past the
ONE BIT graphics. Pixels are either back or white. The view-port or screen is tiny on modern monitors. While the game is
kinda neat, and a lot of effort went into creating it, I think this game is more of a playable museum piece than a viable game in
2018.. mistake buying this nothing to do.. I haven't gotten too far into the story yet, but I already really like it. Not only is the
gameplay smooth, but it's funny and addictive. I'm definitely looking forward to playing it more. 10\/10 lol. Looks like it could
be a fun ecosystem management simulator, but instead it's just a clicker game with obnoxious sound effects.
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This game is one of the most awesome games I have played for quite a long time! A simple but very fun concept! The only thing
I would add is a sound slider in the options because this game is VERY loud and you should change the rate that money is given
when completing a level as you can grind them by playing a relatively easy level such as distance running which gives you 7600
money and I managed to gather 100,000 money in under 10 minutes. Other than those, awesome game and well worth $2 in my
personal opinion. THICCCCCCCCCCC. Solid, fun twin stick shooter with a nice ramp up in difficulty through the campaign.
Not to mention, the inclusion of local co-op is a nice little bonus that works great for a game like this.. From all my years of
gaming, I can say for sure NISA is by far THE most incompetent thing I have ever encontered. The way they handled YS VIII
and Disgaea 5 port is really bad.

About the game itself, it's too simple. You just auto-attack and that's it.. On a first view - it's quite a simple platformer, but it
has randomly generated levels, and that is really cool thng. And chance of transitional - distinguishing feature of Green Cat!. I've
played this on two different mobile platforms and I can never get enough of this game. This version is its most glorious
incarnation.. Broken Reality... what can I really say? There's no real conflict, to adversity to face, you just walk around this
vaporwave facebook-like world and try and get likes as if they're your score, which they are. Take pictures with as many photo
stamps in them as possible, combo shopping (It makes sense in-context.) and mashing your thumb at stuff, you know just like
real life. Oh you also get a katana to cut pop-up ads and viruses. However it's actually a pretty chill game and if you like
aesthetics you'll love this game, especially if you like to explore and solve puzzles. I'm sure I missed a bunch on my first
playthrough as I only got about 4600 out of the 5000 for the maximum rank. (3900 is required to beat the game.) However late
into the game things start to feel a bit off. Near the end you're forced to do some Metriod Prime/Chozo Artifact style hunting
for keys in the various worlds. As for the last area well, I don't wanna spoil it. It also actually feels like the game's creator(s)
tried to put some lore into the game. This is seen during some cutscenes and in one hidden area of the game. (You're forced to
go there in the late game.)

My only real critisism about the game is its ending. I won't say what it is but it was lackluster and the choices you make don't
have any influence on the ending you get. It felt like a bad end more than anything else and I feel like it detracts from the lore
and world they tried to build. Aside from that it's worth playing if you have $15 laying around or want something different to
try. Good for relaxing and taking it easy. Just don't expect any grand conclusion to your adventure. Pick it up and start again,
shooting for a higher score.

I'd give this around a 7.5-8/10.. Verlies 2 is a good game. It's not for everyone though, for mulitple reasons :
-It's a rogue-like, with permadeath. You die -> you retry.
-You CAN SAVE, but you only save your actual run, if you die you must restart from the beginning.
-It's HARD, and you must learn to play without any help.
-Game mecanisms remind A LOT old games with raw gameplay.
-Comics-style graphics, you love it or you hate it.
-English is approximate... but the developper apologize with humor and self mockery.

Well then, why is it good ?
-the game is hard, so when you finally learn how to play, it's very rewarding.
-Looting is very fun. Each item found has a value. You can equip or sell it (and more). The economy is great. Gold has an actual
and vital value, unlike in many hack and slashes.
-Levelling offers a lot of variety with multiple skills.
-Crafting, weapon enhancements...
-You play, you crawl trough the dungeon, you die "WTF I STILL HAD 5 LIFE POTIONS WHAT A
DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I AM \u00a7\u00a7", you restart. I guarantee it. Verlies 2
is this kind of a game, "what if I made just another run ?" And another one, and another one... It's addictive.. Incredible
roguelike that not only manages to make fruitlessly learning hyperbolic geometry fun, but is an incredibly addictive play
experience on all levels. The world and the mechanics are designed around the geometry, and the simple checkmate lose
condition means you have nobody else to blame.. This game got my interest piqued shortly after I first got wind of its
development. And that curiosity is still there, but as of yet not completely satisfied by the game. It is a bit rough around the
edges and at points misses depth. However, the dev is extremely active in both the community and churning out daily new
builds. That, in my opinion is a very big plus and a sign that the game is moving in the right direction.

I keep coming back to the game and my story in it because the game, for me, scratches the itch of actually being a person within
a sci-fi world.
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I would, in it's current state, recommend buying it, IF, and only IF you are willing to give the dev some feedback and if you can
bring up some patience in him bringing the game to the next level. Jumping in to this as a completely finished, polished and bug-
free title is just not the way it is.
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